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Armstrong® Lyra® PB Direct-Apply and InvisAcoustics™ 
Ceiling and Wall Panels Can Now Be Installed with Ceiling Adhesive

New ceiling and wall solutions offer easy installation on exposed deck surfaces to
quiet noisy spaces 

LANCASTER, PA – Lyra® PB Direct-Apply and InvisAcoustics™ ceiling and wall panels 
from Armstrong Ceiling & Wall Solutions can now be installed directly to deck and wall 
surfaces with recommended ceiling adhesive. Both products offer easy adhesive 
installation, a variety of design options, and excellent sound absorption.

The most common complaint of occupants in open or exposed structure design is noise. 
Smooth textured Lyra PB Direct-Apply and InvisAcoustics panels both offer architects, 
designers, and owners a cost effective way to reduce unwanted sound in exposed 
structure spaces, including both new construction and retrofit applications. 

Install to Variety of Deck Surfaces

Lyra PB Direct-Apply ceiling and wall panels can be installed directly to metal decking as 
well as concrete, drywall and plaster surfaces. InvisAcoustics panels can be directly 
adhered to concrete, drywall and plaster surfaces.

Both panels offer excellent sound absorption for new or existing spaces. Lyra PB Direct-
Apply has an extremely high Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC) of 0.95, indicating that it 
absorbs 95% of the sound that strikes it. With an NRC of 0.70, InvisAcoustics panels 
absorb 70% of the sound that strikes them.

All Lyra PB Direct-Apply panels are available in a variety of standard sizes as well as 
made-to-order sizes and colors. InvisAcoustics panels are available in a 2' x 4' size in 
white and tech black and can be field painted the same color as the deck to visibly 
disappear.
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Part of the Armstrong® Sustain® Portfolio

InvisAcoustic white and field paintable panels and Lyra PB Direct-Apply panels are all part 
of the Armstrong® Sustain® portfolio and meet the most stringent sustainability 
compliance standards today, including LEED® v4, Living Building Challenge™, and the 
WELL Building Standard™. In addition, the panels can be recycled through the 
Armstrong® Ceilings Recycling Program at the end of their useful life.  

For additional information on Lyra PB Direct-Apply and InvisAcoustics ceiling and wall 
panels, visit www.armstrongceilings.com/directapply.

About Armstrong World Industries
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. (AWI) is a global leader in the design, innovation, and 
manufacture of commercial and residential ceiling, wall, and suspension system solutions. 
For more information, visit www.armstrongceilings.com.

Armstrong World Industries 
2500 Columbia Ave. 
Lancaster, PA 17603
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